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Background of the research

Background of the research

 In today’s world of continuously evolving technology landscape and intensifying competition, Research and Development (R&D) activities 

are playing a more significant role than ever for businesses to stay innovative, sustainable, and ready for the challenges of future

 The global spend on R&D activities grew at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of ~3.5% during 2010-2017

 The widespread proliferation of software across verticals is leading to a shift in “core vs. context” for enterprises, and is driving enterprise 

R&D investments in new areas over and above the conventional investments for product development and upgrades

 Themes such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT), Machine to Machine (M2M) communication, Augmented Reality (AR) / 

Virtual Reality (VR), and Blockchain are finding use-cases across verticals and are enabling enterprises to innovate on both products and 

services while also realizing operational efficiencies. At the same time, industry-specific technology themes such as 5G, Software-Defined 

Everything (SDx), electric automotive powertrains, and additive manufacturing are also gaining significant traction 

 In this research, Everest Group assesses the R&D expenditure across key industries in terms of growth trends and key technology 

themes driving enterprise spend. It also provides enterprise-level insights for leading R&D spenders in terms of their R&D spend growth, 

R&D intensity (R&D spend as a percentage of revenue), and key focus areas and investments

 The research was conducted for the top 200 companies (in terms of R&D spend) across nine broad sectors, factoring in their R&D spend 

growth trends and key investment areas over the last five years

 The focus of this research is only on business-financed Engineering R&D (ER&D) spend. It excludes non-ER&D spend (e.g., clinical R&D 

expenditure in pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, and molecular development R&D expenditure in chemicals) as well as government-

sponsored ER&D spend

Scope of this report

 Services: Engineering services

 Geography: Global
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Summary of key messages

Among the top 200 R&D spending enterprises, the automotive sector witnessed the 

highest R&D spend of US$101 billion in 2017, while software products space witnessed the 

highest Year-on-Year (YOY) growth of 16.6%
1

Themes such as enhanced user experience, AI, and connected ecosystems are witnessing 

investments across industries and sectors in some form or the other2

Enterprises in automotive and telecom sectors are making significant investments in 

software-centric themes, as they witness disruption with the increasing penetration of 

software
3

In terms of R&D intensity, the software products industry is closing the gap with the 

traditionally R&D-heavy semiconductor industry that has a high R&D intensity of 25%4

IBM, which also held the top position for the number of U.S. patents granted in 2017, 

witnessed significantly higher R&D efficiency (patents per R&D dollar spend)5
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This report includes ER&D spend analysis across seven key 

verticals along with enterprise-level insights for leading R&D 

spenders
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Additional Engineering Services research references

The following documents are recommended for additional insight into the topic covered in this report. The recommended documents either 

provide additional details or complementary content that may be of interest

1. Additive Manufacturing – Defining New Frontiers in Digital Manufacturing (EGR-2018-40-R-2590); 2018. This report presents an assessment of 

additive manufacturing in terms of its key enterprise benefits, emerging applications, industry maturity & use-cases, and growth potential. It also 

includes recommendations for both enterprises and service providers to leverage additive manufacturing in order to accelerate growth 

2. Digital Vortex in the Mobility World – Automotive Engineering Services PEAK Matrix™ Assessment 2017 and Profiles Compendium 

(EGR-2017-15-R-2446); 2017. This report comprises an analysis of the capabilities of 19 leading engineering service providers in the automotive 

vertical. These providers are mapped on the Everest Group PEAK Matrix. The report also focuses on key automotive engineering services 

market trends

3. Software Product Engineering Services – Market Trends and Services PEAK Matrix™ Assessment: Adapting to the New Normal

(EGR-2017-15-R-2441); 2017. This report presents fact-based trends impacting the software product engineering services market, along with the 

assessment and detailed profiles of 18 software product engineering service providers featured on the software product engineering services 

PEAK Matrix
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About Everest Group
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services, and sourcing. We are trusted advisors to senior executives of leading 
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